Reason is growing
Time to update!
Reason 8.3 is the latest update to Reason 8.
A free update for all Reason 8 owners, the latest
version brings a convolution reverb to Reason
and several workflow improvements.
All Reason 8 customers will get the new version
for free when it’s released on June 30th.

Highlights in Reason 8.3
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RV7000 mkII
Explore creative reverb sounds with
RV7000 mkII! The new version of Reason’s
cornerstone reverb effect turns RV7000 into
a fully featured convolution reverb. Load
any of the supplied impulse responses or
create your own otherworldly reverb effects
Everything your music needs today, and tomorrow.
by sampling or loading your own impulse
responses.
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Zoom to Selection

•

Hands-on music production and recording for musicians

•

Comes with tons of instruments and effects

•

Expand your rack with the tools your music needs

•

Fully equipped studio-grade mixing console

•

Super-efficient—renowned Propellerhead performance and stability

•

Part of the Propellerhead music making and collaboration service: get access to an
endless supply of inspiring user-created music, backing tracks and performances
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main window. After feedback from users
Take your project from concept to completion entirely with Reason.
who use Reason with the rack in a detached
Create with synths, samplers, loops and drum machines. Record
window,
live instruments, or your entire band. Collaborate with other
music you can now access the browser
from
there as well.
makers. Then polish your project with a built-in million-dollar
mixer

Additions since version 8.0

and an arsenal of studio effects.

Create, share, remix and collaborate with other musicians online.
Bridge the gap between mobile and studio by seamlessly moving
ideas between Reason and free iOS apps like Figure and Take
Support for the Propellerhead music sharing
and collaboration
More
themusic
sequencer
(available
from Apple’s App Store).
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on
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Find inspiring music to remix or develop, share your own creations
with friends or with the world.
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arrangements will look better and be easier to navigate.
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